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BHARAT SEVAK SAMAJ
NATIONAL DEVELOPMENT AGENCY, PROMOTED BY GOVERNMENT OF INDIA

CENTRAL BOARD OF EXAMINATIONS
BSS NATIONAL VOCATIONAL EDUCATION MISSION

FSS007-BSS DIPLOMA IN FIRE FIGHTING
ONE YEAR EXAMINATION  APRIL-2017
FSS007-01   COMMUNICATIVE ENGLISH AND COMPUTER FUNDAMENTALS

TIME: 3 Hours Marks: 100

INSTRUCTIONS
* 43 questions are there in total
* Write answers to each question in proportion to the mark allotted
* During the first 15 minutes read the questions carefully

I. FILL IN THE BLANKS - ANSWER FOR ANY 10 QUESTIONS 1 x 10 = 10

1) Consonants are ...... in number
2) Let the door ...... opened
3) It is good ........health.
4) I ....... seen the Tajmahal.
5) She knows English ........
6) Write to the abbreviation ICS.
7) The expanded form of CPU is ...................
8) Function keys are ...............
9) Print preview is visible in .................. menu
10) The short cut for Italic is ..............
11) ....................is the first manual calculating device.
12) WWW means--------------
13) The word computer is comes from the word---------------
14) Who is invented slide rule----------------
15) CPU stands for ___________
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II. DEFINE THE FOLLOWING - ANSWER FOR ANY 10 QUESTIONS 2 x 10 = 20

1) Define the adjectives words?
2) What is meant by singular number? Example:-
3) Define kinds of countable Nouns?
4) Hardware
5) Key board
6) MS Excel
7) Noun phrase
8) MS office
9) Prefixes
10) Network
11) Auto text
12) Define Subject
13) Define keyboard?
14) MS Access
15) MS Groove

III. WRITE BRIEF ANSWER FOR ANY 5 QUESTIONS 5 x 5 = 25

1) Explain telephone ediquette?
2) Write a letter to a book seller ordering some prize books?
3) Spin box
4) Classification of the computer
5) Edit
6) Briefly explain the table menu in MS Excel
7) Explain 'find', 'replace' and 'go to'.
8) Explain Informal letter

IV. WRITE LONG ANSWER FOR ANY 3 QUESTIONS 15 x 3 = 45

1) Write a letter to a sports company ordering some sports goods?
2) Write about the conversation to two person?
3) Describe MS Windows
4) Describe status bar
5) Write briefly about MS Excel?
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BHARAT SEVAK SAMAJ
NATIONAL DEVELOPMENT AGENCY, PROMOTED BY GOVERNMENT OF INDIA

CENTRAL BOARD OF EXAMINATIONS
BSS NATIONAL VOCATIONAL EDUCATION MISSION

FSS007-BSS DIPLOMA IN FIRE FIGHTING
ONE YEAR EXAMINATION  APRIL-2017
FSS007-03   BASIC SAFETY ENGINEERING

TIME: 3 Hours Marks: 100

INSTRUCTIONS
* 43 questions are there in total
* Write answers to each question in proportion to the mark allotted
* During the first 15 minutes read the questions carefully

I. FILL IN THE BLANKS - ANSWER FOR ANY 10 QUESTIONS 1 x 10 = 10

1) Electrical shock and burns due to direct contact with __________
2) The welders and glass industry workers are affected by _____________ radiations.
3) In electrical safety IIE stands for _____
4) The term disaster owes its origin from the French word _________________
5) Hazards can be grouped into broad categories namely _________ and ___________
6) The areas of stress at plate boundaries which release accumulated energy by slipping or rupturing are

known as _____________
7) ______________ are created when a center of low pressure develops, with a system of high pressure

surrounding it.
8) ____________________ means removal from hazardous place to another that is safe.
9) NBC means ___________
10) The Flash point of class "A" Petroleum is ____________
11) Employers must supply WHMIS training only to those workers who are exposed to hazardous materials on a

daily basis..........
12) If you are hauling hazardous materials and have ___ tires on your vehicle, you must stop and check them

every time you park.
13) Leader means .................
14) ___________________is more important in leadership
15) Leadership means not only personal growth but also the growth of the ___________
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II. DEFINE THE FOLLOWING - ANSWER FOR ANY 10 QUESTIONS 2 x 10 = 20

1) What are the safety factors in the use of hand trucks?
2) What are the types of guard?
3) Define Hazop?
4) What are the causes of accident theory?
5) The color code for CO2  Extinguisher in other countries?
6) What is an assembly point?
7) Define personal production?
8) What is job assignment?
9) Mention the types of droughts?
10) What is loss control?
11) Define risk transfer?
12) Write any two benefit of loss control programme?
13) Explain disaster aid?
14) What is corrosiveness?
15) What is a pesticide?

III. WRITE BRIEF ANSWER FOR ANY 5 QUESTIONS 5 x 5 = 25

1) Explain the effects of chemical hazards?
2) What accident should be investigated?
3) What are the effective functions towards safety management?
4) Write about various PPE
5) Explain the ways to reduce the Disaster risk?
6) Discuss role of the Health Sector.
7) What are the necessary steps to be taken to avoid dangerous epidemics after a flood disaster?
8) How to do relating to Lifting cranes?

IV. WRITE LONG ANSWER FOR ANY 3 QUESTIONS 15 x 3 = 45

1) Describe safety management system?
2) Explain the development of work procedures in the work permit system?
3) Explain the Domino Theory?
4) Describe the psychological and social dimensions of disasters?
5) Why media should concentrate disaster telecast?
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BHARAT SEVAK SAMAJ
NATIONAL DEVELOPMENT AGENCY, PROMOTED BY GOVERNMENT OF INDIA

CENTRAL BOARD OF EXAMINATIONS
BSS NATIONAL VOCATIONAL EDUCATION MISSION

FSS007-BSS DIPLOMA IN FIRE FIGHTING
ONE YEAR EXAMINATION  APRIL-2017
FSS007-04   FIRE PREVENTION AND CONTROL

TIME: 3 Hours Marks: 100

INSTRUCTIONS
* 43 questions are there in total
* Write answers to each question in proportion to the mark allotted
* During the first 15 minutes read the questions carefully

I. FILL IN THE BLANKS - ANSWER FOR ANY 10 QUESTIONS 1 x 10 = 10

1) The most common fuels contain ______________ and __________
2) ______________ is a combination of the three methods of heat transfer as objects are bathed in flames
3) Class A fire __________
4) ___________ is the transfer of heat caused by changes in density of liquids and gases
5) The range of combustible vapor or gas - air mixtures between the upper and lower flammable limits is

known as the ______
6) ___________ heat energy produces heat when an electric current flows through a conductor
7) Nuclear heat energy is released from the __________ of the atom
8) __________ is the science of the compositions of the substance their properties and reaction
9) Substance is made up of from many millions of very tiny particles, which are known as________
10) The unit of density in S.I unit is ____________
11) __________ cannot be split chemically into anything smaller.
12) Air supply rate for the work place should be, per occupant   a) 5 to 8 litrs / sec   b) 7 to 3 litrs

/sec    c) 4 litres / sec   d) None
13) Synthetic gloves are suitable for a) Petroleum based products  a) Petroleum based products   b) abrasive

jobs    c) electrical work   d) chemicals.
14) __________________ Hazards are hazards which are due to human negligence.
15) The ground shaking is caused by ________________ and ___________________
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II. DEFINE THE FOLLOWING - ANSWER FOR ANY 10 QUESTIONS 2 x 10 = 20

1) What two elements produces complete combustion?
2) What are the minor fire fighting appliances?
3) Mention the period when the ropes ahould be tested?
4) What is fire tetrahedroon?
5) Mention the three elements of fire triangles?
6) What are the methods of extinguishments?
7) What is hydrant?
8) What are the types of fire detectors are designed?
9) Define Heat detectors?
10) What are the parts listed under the flow gauging?
11) What is capacity?
12) List out any two roles of media during disaster?
13) How the levels of risk depend upon?
14) Iqrition temperature Explain?
15) What is the calorie?

III. WRITE BRIEF ANSWER FOR ANY 5 QUESTIONS 5 x 5 = 25

1) What are the advantages of dry chemical extinguisher?
2) Explain Life line Signals?
3) How might you minimize the risk of fire in a wood working area?
4) Explain - Drencher types?
5) Describe the necessity of Risk identification and Assessment Surveys while planning a project.
6) What will be the problems faced by the management of an Industry when a worker dies because of the

failure of a mechanical device due to poor maintenance? How to manage such a situation?
7) What immediate actions you will initiate when the quarters of your factory workers are suddenly flooded

due to the breach in a nearly lake / dam, during heavy rain?
8) What is sprinkler? Name its parts and mention its types?

IV. WRITE LONG ANSWER FOR ANY 3 QUESTIONS 15 x 3 = 45

1) Describe the effects of fire in an unprotected steel beam?
2) what are the types of fire fighting techniques.
3) Explain the types of hydrants?
4) Identify three major mitigation measures to reduce earthquake risk?
5) Describe the multiple causation theory and explain it with suitable examples?


